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Blank Write ‘n’ Wipe Boards
Unframed, economical boards� 100% no tear plastic� Ideal 
for classroom use�  Both sides are write ‘n’ wipe� 
Board size 31 x 23cm | Made of plastic

TFC-17182 | Single board | $3.10

      Buy 30+ boards | $2.70 each

Buy 30+ 
SAVE 

$$

Write ‘n’ Wipe Boards - 1cm Grid
One side of the board is gridded with 1cm grid lines�  The 
reverse side of each board is blank� Both sides are write ‘n’ 
wipe� 
Board size 31 x 23cm | Made of plastic

TFC-11951 | Single board | $3.10

      Buy 30+ boards | $2.70 each

Buy 30+ 
SAVE 

$$

Lined Write ‘n’ Wipe Boards
Unframed, economical boards made of 100% no tear 
plastic� Ideal for classroom use� Both sides are write ‘n’ wipe� 
Board size 31 x 23cm | Made of plastic

TFC-11939 | Single board | $3.10

      Buy 30+ boards | $2.70 each

Buy 30+ 
SAVE 

$$

Write ‘n’ Wipe Boards - 2cm Grid
One side of the board is gridded with 2cm grid lines�  
The reverse side of each board is blank� Both sides 
are write ‘n’ wipe� 
Board size 31 x 23cm | Made of plastic

TFC-11952 | Single board | $3.10

      Buy 30+ boards | $2.70 each

Buy 30+ 
SAVE 

$$

Junior Handwriting Boards
Lined on one side and plain on the reverse�  Comes 
with a black marker which clips onto the board� 
Board size 22 x 32cm

AD-0203WB | 1 board | $6.90 each 
        Buy 10+ boards | $6.50 each

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

Prices exclude GST
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Single-Sided Dry-Erase Board
Includes framed dry-erase board, dry-erase marker 
and eraser�   
Boards measure 28 x 23cm

LER-4304 | 1 board | $6.90 each 
    Buy 10+ boards | $5.90 each

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

Write & Wipe Reusable Pockets
Go green!  Clear, oversize pockets turn every paper 
into a reusable write & wipe activity - just slip in 
your own activity masters�  Includes 5 pockets and 
5 dry-erase markers with eraser tips, which store in 
the handy loop on the top of each pocket� 
Set of 5 boards | Boards measure 36 x 25cm

LER-0477 | $22.90

Go green in 
your  

classroom!

      Thinline Whiteboard Markers - Pack of 12
These fine line tip whiteboard markers offer quality and value, a must have for every classroom� The fine tip measures 
1mm line width�   
1mm tip | Pack of 12

TFC-TEB0106 | Pack of 12 | $15.90 
                        Buy 5+ packs of 12 | $14.90 each

       Reversible Picture Story Whiteboard
A personal-size board that is reversible! One side is unruled for 
drawing and the reverse side is “picture story” ruled - with open 
space for a drawing and ruling below for practicing early writing 
skills� 
Size 30 x 23cm

CL-STORYWB | $6.90      

Buy 5+ 
SAVE 

$$
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Folding Magnetic Board
Perfect for centres, game boards, portable magnetic 
whiteboards and more! All 4 magnetic panels also have 
write-on, wipe-off surfaces�  
46 x 36cm 

ASH-60000 | $13.90

Large Magnetic Handwriting 
Paper 
Now there is no need to waste chart paper 
or draw handwriting lines - just write, wipe 
and reuse!   Strong backing sticks firmly 
to magnetic whiteboards�  Use to model 
handwriting, sentences and stories�  
Measures 71 x 56cm  

LER-3237 | $42.90

Medium Magnetic Notebook Paper
Ideal to use on student whiteboards, the magnetic 
notebook paper comes with ruled line guides to help 
students practice writing handwriting�   
30.5 x 38cm 

ASH-11305 | $13.90

Magnetic Sentence Strips
Write & wipe magnetic strips for your whiteboard are 
already line-ruled - a big time-saver!  Repositions easily 
- great for demonstrating�  Reinforces handwriting skills 
with traditional ruled lines�  Includes 6 long magnetic strips 
(70 x 7�6cm) and 3 short strips (20 x 7�6cm)� 
Set of 9 strips

LER-3232 | $24.90 

Wipe-on / Wipe-off!

Magnetic Whiteboards

       Collaboration Boards - Set of 4
Set of 4 write-and-wipe boards in 4 colours�  A magnet 
is included on the back of each board to easily 
rearrange and display work�  Includes strong, durable 
grommets for hanging� 
Pack of 4 | Size 28 x 43cm

LER-6370  | $36.90 
Available April  

Magnetic 
backing on 

boards!

Prices exclude GST
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Double-sided Write & Wipe Magnetic 
Demonstration Tabletop Pocket Chart 
Perfect for Learning Support Teachers and big enough 
for the whole class to see!  Great for centres too�  Each 
side features a write & wipe magnetic board and 2 clear 
sentence-strip pockets�  Includes carrying handles and 2 
storage pockets for manipulative’s, cards and more�  
Board measures 56 x 32cm | Nylon chart folds flat for storage and 
measures 61 x 51cm

LER-2699 | $74.90

Double-sided Magnetic Whiteboard
Framed in brightly coloured plastic, this durable board is 
both magnetic and write ‘n’ wipe on both sides� 
Board size 40 x 30cm

AD-AC0304 | 1 board | $13.90 each 
                     Buy 10+ boards | $11.90 each

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

Deluxe Double-sided Magnetic 
Dry-erase Board 
All-purpose board features a blank, write & wipe surface 
on both sides�  One side is also magnetic, as indicated by a 
magnet icon, for use with magnetic letters, numbers and 
tiles�  Board frame is brushed aluminum� 
Boards measure 28 x 23cm

LER-4278 | 1 board | $10.90 each 
                  Buy 10+ boards | $9.90 each

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

Magnetic, 
double-sided 
and write & 

wipe

Large Magnetic Notebook Paper
Save time and resources when you model writing 
skills with this reusable, giant-size version of 
student paper�  Durable write & wipe surface works 
with whiteboard pens�  The strong backing  
sticks firmly to magnetic whiteboards�  Use to 
model sentences, paragraphs, outlines, paper 
heading,  
note-taking, letters and more� 
Measures 56 x 71cm

LER-3236 | $44.90

       Magnetic Versaboard
The Versaboard is an ingenious magnetic board 
that converts from a flat board into a tent-shaped 
board�  The write and wipe surface can be used with a 
whiteboard marker or for placing magnetic resources� 
Folded dimensions: 270mm (W) x 200mm (H) x 157 (D)

JR-199 | $23.90     
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Whiteboard Dry-Erase Pens

1 pen | $2.60 each 
12+ pens | $2.20 each

J-543  Red 
J-559  Green 

J-528  Black  
J-535  Blue

Buy 12+ 
SAVE 

$$

Whiteboard Cleaner Spray 
Removes ghosting, stubborn marks, 
shadowing, grease and dirt from dry-
erase surfaces� Ideal for classrooms�  
Alcohol based� 
250ml

D-MUNCL250 | $6.90

Whiteboard Wipes
Quality durable cleaning cloth for 
whiteboards� 
Cloth measures 15 x 15cm  
80% polyester & 20% nylon

TFC-11466  | Single wipe | $1.90

             Buy 10+ wipes | $1.50 each               

Whiteboard Markers

       Fine Tip Coloured           
Whiteboard Markers - 
Pack of 4
Standard markers with a fibre 
tip designed for writing on 
whiteboards� After drying, the 
writing can be erased with a dry 
cloth�  
2mm tip

D-KOH779003 | Pack of 4 colours | $5.90     

       Magnetic Whiteboard  
Pen Holder
Sturdy acrylic 4-pen holder magnetically 
attaches onto magnetic whiteboards or 
other steel surfaces�  Pens not included�

AD-MPH4 | Size 12.5 x 7.5cm | $11.90      

       Fine Tip Dry Erase Markers 
 - Pack of 8
Versatile markers work great on whiteboards, glass and any 
other non-porous surface�  Low odor, non-toxic ink won’t 
irritate your eyes or nose�

CL-FPDRY | Set of 8 colours | $13.40     

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

      Thinline Whiteboard Markers - 
Pack of 12
These fine line tip whiteboard markers offer quality 
and value, a must have for every classroom� The fine tip 
measures 1mm line width�   
1mm tip

TFC-TEB0106 | Pack of 12 | $15.90 
                        Buy 5+ packs of 12 | $14.90 each

Buy 5+ 
SAVE 

$$

Prices exclude GST
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Pack of 8
Designed by teachers especially for the classroom�  Low 
odour, bold colours, no squeaks and easy erase� 
Pack of 8 colours

CR-988900 | $19.90 
 

       Mungyo Whiteboard Eraser
Durable whiteboard eraser with a felt pad�

D-MUNWBEA02  | Size 60 x 140cm | $3.40      

       Magnetic Refillable Whiteboard  
Eraser
Magnetic Refillable Eraser comes with 5 replaceable felt 
pads� Renew as many times as you like, for the most cost 
effective solution in the long term� Strong magnets hold 
the eraser to any steel surface so it’s always on hand� 

AD-SE189 | Magnetic Eraser | Size 12 x 5.5cm | $11.90      
AD-RS01 | Refill Felts for eraser - pack of 6 | $4.90      

Mungyo Whiteboard Markers - 
Pack of 4
Quick drying, vivid coloured whiteboard markers�     

D-PENMUMAC4W | Chisel Tip | Pack of 4 colours | $5.60

         D-PENMUMA4B | Bullet Tip | Pack of 4 colours | $5.60

Mungyo Whiteboard Markers 
- Pack of 8
Quick drying, vivid coloured whiteboard markers�     

D-PENMUMAC8 | Chisel Tip | Pack of 8 colours | $11.90

D-PENMUMA8 | Round Tip | Pack of 8 colours | $11.90

Mungyo Whiteboard Markers  
- Pack of 12
Quick drying, vivid coloured whiteboard markers�     

         D-PENMUMA12A | Bullet Tip | Pack of 12 colours | $16.90

         D-PENMUMA12AC | Chisel Tip | Pack of 12 colours | $16.90
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ASH-10019   
Buzzy Bee 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

ASH-10038   
Tweeting Bird 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm 

ASH-10016   
Shining Star 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

ASH-10026   
Star Dots 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

ASH-10010   
Perky Penguin 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm 

LER-2693   
Car Erasers | $15.90
Set of 4 | Size 11 x 2.5cm

ASH-10051   
Superhero Erase!  
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

Whiteboard Erasers

ASH-10007   
Toucan 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

Magnetic whiteboard erasers� 

       Easy-Grip Erasers - 
Pack of 10
Erase with ease! Clean whiteboards 
or chalkboards in just one swipe�  The 
plastic red handle is 38mm in diameter, 
making it perfect for children�   
Size 76mm

CL-EGERASER | Single | $2.90   
                         Buy 10+ | $2.20 each

  

ASH-09994   
Colour Triangles 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

ASH-09995   
Colour Chalkboard 
$5.90 | Size 9.5cm

Actual
Size

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

Prices exclude GST
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LER-2693   
Car Erasers | $15.90
Set of 4 | Size 11 x 2.5cm

ASH-10233  Gold Star  
$3.90 | Size 7.6cm  
Holds up to 5 sheets

ASH-10230  Red Apple 
$3.90 | Size 7.6cm  
Holds up to 5 sheets

ASH-10234  Blue Star 
$3.90 | Size 7.6cm  
Holds up to 5 sheets

Magnetic Buttons
Ideal for marking important dates or events, displaying 
notices or colour coding information� 

AD-MB212 | $5.90 
Pack of 12 | 20mm

AD-MB312 | $6.90 
Pack of 12 | 30mm 

Magnetic Clips, Hooks & Buttons

Super Strong Magnetic Clips 
Hold folders, student portfolios or large stacks of 
homework - up to 50 pages (9 kgs)�  Use on whiteboards, 
filing cabinets or any magnetic surface�  
Set of 4 clips | 3.8cm in diameter | Holds 9kg each

LER-2692 | $24.90

 
Each clip 

holds up to 
9kg!

Super Strong Magnetic Hooks 
Great for hanging pocket charts, flip charts, decorations, 
hand pointers and more�   
Set of 4 hooks | 3.8cm in diameter | Holds 9kg each

LER-2694 | $21.90

 
Each hook 
holds up to 

9kg!

Super Strong Magnetic Blocks hold up to 20 papers! Pin up notices or follow up activity worksheets 
on the whiteboard so they are easily accessible� 

Super Strong Magnetic Blocks

ASH-17803  Chalk Dots 
$4.90 | 48 (W) x 22 (L) x 10 (D) mm

ASH-17802  Colour Triangles 
$4.90 | 48 (W) x 22 (L) x 10 (D) mm

ASH-17801  Superhero 
$4.90 | 48 (W) x 22 (L) x 10 (D) mm

       Super Strong Magnetic Hooks 
& Clips
Includes 3 hooks and 3 clips in bright colours�  Ideal for 
use in the classroom! 
Set of 6 | Holds up to 9kg each

LER-2691 | $32.90      
Available April

 
Each hook 
holds up to 

9kg!
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Multi-purpose labels have a write-on/wipe-off face and 
magnetic backing� Suitable to use on any magnetic surface� 
Have fun sprucing up your classroom!

Magnetic Accent Labels

TCR-20684  Patterned Magnetic-Rectangle | $19.90 
Set of 30 labels | 10 colours | Size 6.5 x 2.5cm

ASH-10059  Superhero-Magnetic | $8.90 
12 per pack | 6 colours | Size 6.3cm (H)

ASH-10094  Handprints-Magnetic | $8.90 
12 per pack | 9 colours | Size 6.3cm (H)

ASH-30450  Gold Sparkle Stars-Magnetic | $8.90 
6 per pack | 1 colour | Size 10cm (H)

TCR-77202  Pointing Hands-Magnetic | $17.90 
16 per pack | 8 colours | Size 10cm

TCR-77203  Superhero Speech Bubbles-Magnetic | $17.90 
10 per pack | 5 designs | Size 11.4cm

TCR-77205  Chevron Arrows-Magnetic | $17.90 
10 per pack | 5 colours | Size 11.4cm

TCR-77209  Stars-Magnetic | $17.90 
18 per pack | 7 colours | Size 7.6cm

TCR-77206  Polka Dots Magnetic-Eclipse | $17.90 
8 per pack | 8 colours | Size 24cm

TCR-77210  Polka Dot Magnetic-Square | $17.90 
18 per pack | 5 colours | Size 7.6cm

Non-fade
Reusable
Durable

TCR-20650  Polka Dots Magnetic-Rectangle | $19.90 
Set of 30 labels | 10 colours | Size 6.5 x 2.5cm

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Calendar
Explore weeks, months, years and 
seasons with 51 magnetic date, season 
and month pieces�  Includes an activity 
guide and grommets for hanging� 
51 pieces | Size 30 cm x 42cm

LER-0504 | $34.90

      Magnetic Birthdays
Ensure you have a special birthday 
display in your classroom that can be 
customised to your learners each year� 
55 pieces | Wipe-on / Wipe-off surface  
Size 30.5 cm x 43.2cm

ASH-77000 | $15.90         

      Magnetic Calendar
A fun, interactive set which lets young 
learners explore weeks, months and 
years� 
47 pieces | Wipe-on / Wipe-off surface  
Size 30.5 cm x 43.2cm

ASH-77003 | $15.90         

Demonstration Tool Set
Removable handles help you hold 
oversize demonstration tools in 
place as you model activities� 
Compass with suction cup and 
attachable adapter for use with a 
marker or chalk� Includes canvas 
tote with handles for easy storage�  
Compass: Use with chalk or dry-erase 
markers, includes attachable marker 
adapter, measures 43cm; Protractor: 
Measures 36cm with vertex indicator 
and handle;  Folding Metre Stick: 
Features both metric and imperial 
increments; 2 Triangles: Feature 
removable handles� 
Made of plastic | 5 pieces

LER-35599 | $74.90

Whiteboard Tools

Wooden Grooved Metre Ruler
This metre ruler has a channel grooved through its centre which can be used as a number track with 1cm cubes� 
1 metre long

TFC-10184 | $18.90

Metre Ruler Folding Chalk/Whiteboard
This metre ruler folds in the middle for easy storage with removable handle� Strong magnetic buttons hold this 
ruler to any magnetic whiteboards or blackboard� Can be used as a T-Square�  
1 metre long

TFC-11087 | $34.90
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MAGNETIC Bleeperz!
Why use boring magnets when you can use Bleeperz!  Great 
for whiteboards, these magnetic noise-makers are a sure 
way to get attention!  Six different sounds - guitar, laser, 
yippee, yeehaw, pinball machine and doorbell and crazy-
colour designs!  Bleeperz require 2 button-cell batteries 
each which are included� 
Each Bleeperz makes one sound | 5cm in diameter

LER-3771 | 1 Bleeperz | $7.90 each 
                  6+ Bleeperz | $6.90 each

Buy 6+ 
SAVE 

$$

Magnetic Time Tracker
Features clear, 3-colour lighted display and simple-
to-programme alarms (1 minute to 24 hours), plus 
it adheres to any magnetic surface!  Alarm can be 
visual, audio or both�  Use handy flip-out stand 
for tabletop use�  Measures 13cm (L) x 18cm (W)�  
Requires 3 LR44 button-cell batteries, included and 
2 x AA batteries, not included� 
13cm high

LER-6968 | $49.90

SpinZone Magnetic  
Whiteboard Spinners 
A fun spin on classroom activities!  Use these three giant 
28cm spinners to turn your whiteboard into a custom game 
or activity for the whole class�  Draw a circle, write in your 
content, attach a spinner and play� 
Set of 3 spinners | Spinners measure 28cm

EI-1768 | $34.90

      Quick Stick Instant 
Flannel Board
This green flannel board adheres to 
any magnetic surface instantly� Move 
floor activities onto your whiteboard so 
everyone can see! Has a variety of uses: 
story-telling, creative play, demonstrating 
mathematical concepts, and much more!  
69cm (L) x 51cm (H) 
EI-1034 | $49.90

                  
 

Prices exclude GST
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       6 Buckets & Caddy Set
Organise small classroom items and keep 
all your supplies in one place with this 
bucket caddy� Caddy comes with 6 polka 
dots buckets: aqua, lime, yellow, purple, 
red, and black� Made from sturdy metal, 
they also have a handle for easy carrying� 
Bucket size 10cm (H) & Caddy size 41cm (W)

TCR-9487 | $49.90

Storage & Organisation

MakerSpace Storage Centre
Make a meeting place for creative minds�  
The MakerSpace Storage Centre brings an 
easy, convenient way to organise and present 
everyday “maker” materials in the classroom� 
This bright and cheerful set includes a tray 
and 8 colourful containers�   
9 pieces | Container size 11.6cm (H)

LER-3806 | $29.90  

9 pieces!

MakerSpace Magnetic Storage Boxes
Keep activities organised!  Colourful and convenient, these 
4 brightly coloured storage boxes are built to stand on 
their own or magnetically adhere to a whiteboard�  Easily 
access all your craft tools or teacher resources throughout 
the day!   
4 boxes | Boxes measure 8.9 x 5cm

LER-3807 | $24.90 

       Wooden Storage Box
Keep your classroom tidy! Organise pens, pencils and other 
items with this durable wooden storage box�  Each of the 
12 holders measure 4�9 x 3�9cm�   
Box size 19cm (W) x 18cm (L) x 5.7cm (D)

ED-748207 | $48.90   
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Mini Magnetic Pockets
Everything has a place with these colourful 
magnetic pockets�  Label and insert write & 
wipe cards to fit your organisational needs� 
Magnetic pockets cling to any magnetic  
surface�  6 durable, colourful pockets  
(3 solids and 3 patterns)�   
Set of 6 pockets | Pockets measure 10 x 14cm

LER-6446 | $27.90

Magnetic Storage Pockets
Store your whiteboard accessories within 
easy reach!  Hang these sturdy magnetic 
pockets around the room for easy 
organisation�  Set of 4 colours:  green, blue, 
purple & red� 
Set of 4 pockets | Pockets measure 24 x 14cm

LER-6447 | $39.90

Magnetic 
Whiteboard 
Storage Pocket 
Practical and stylish!  This 
durable nylon pocket offers 
2 compartments for storing 
pointers, swatters, markers 
and other items you want to 
keep organised and close-at-
hand�  Strong magnets hold 
tight to your whiteboard 
and other magnetic surfaces�   
Measures 20 x 28cm

LER-6444 | $16.90

MY-52114  Flax Kete Small | $12.90 
5 per pack | Size 15 x 15cm

MY-51009  Flax Kete Mini | $10.90 
5 per pack | Size 10 x 10cm

MY-52113  Flax Document Holder | $9.90 
1 per pack | Size 36 (W) x 24 (H)cm

MY-52009  Flax Box - Square | $4.90 
1 per pack | Size 10 x 10cm

MY-52009  Flax Box - Rectangular | $6.90 
1 per pack | Size 17 (W) x 10 (H)cm

Prices exclude GST
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Chart & Bulletin Board Storage Box
Size 78 x 58 x 16cm

T-1022 | $19.90

Chart & Bulletin Board Folders
Size 77 x 57 x 1.2cm

T-1023 | $5.90 each

Trimmer Storage Box
Size 100 x 13 x 13cm

T-1024 | $13.90

Trimmer Storage Box Dividers
Size 99 x 11cm

T-7003 | 3 dividers | $7.90

File ‘n Save System® Trimmer and  
Chart Storage Boxes
The best investment you’ll ever make!  These classroom storage products 
meet all your needs for organising, protecting and storing materials�  
Ideal for student portfolios too�  Keep your things neat and handy for 
long-lasting use!  Proven durability, reinforced handles, attractive designs 
and useful side index�

Classroom Clothesline
A versatile display option for classrooms�  Two x 15 metre lengths 
of strong line and 48 clothes pegs in assorted colours�  Includes 
adhesive wall mounts and an idea-packed activity guide� 
Lines measure 30m in total | 48 pegs

EP-2449 | $22.90

Record Books
These record books will keep you 
organised and prepared� Features 
a student roster, behaviour and 
observation logs, parent contact notes 
template, parent contact checklist, 
record-keeping pages (26) and 
percentage chart for grading� 
Measures 20 x 28cm

CTP-1962  Upcycle | $15.90 
CTP-1404  Painted Pallette | $15.90

Lesson Plan Books
These lesson plan books offer 2-page 
lesson plan spreads for 40 weeks of 
teaching�  Includes student contact 
information list, substitute teacher 
information, seating chart, student 
transportation chart, weekly schedule, 
birthdays chart, “Class News” 
template, “Notes from the Teacher” 
template, long-term planning 
calendar, 40 weeks of lesson plan 
pages and notes page� 
Measures 20 x 28cm

CTP-1960  Upcycle | $15.90 
CTP-1403  Painted Pallette | $15.90

Storage Bags
Use these sturdy bags to send books home with students and get them back in good condition�   

CTP-2993  Stick Kids 
$19.90 | 6 bags per pack  
Snap-shut handles  
27cm x 32 cm

CTP-2996  Chevron 
$19.90 | 6 bags per pack  
Snap-shut handles 
27cm x 32 cm

6 bags!
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28cm Mini Hand Pointers 
Grab attention and encourage participation in any 
lesson�  Pointers also reinforce fluency, vocabulary 
and comprehension by focusing on parts of text�  
Plastic displays 
clearly on overheads� 
Each pointer measures 
28cm (L)

LER-1962A | Set of 5 
pointers $12.90

LER-1962B | Set of 10 
pointers $23.90

Buy 10 
SAVE 

$$

Buy 10 
SAVE 

$$

38cm Rainbow 
Hand Pointers 
These whimsical pointers 
generate positive 
behavioural support 
and encourage student 
participation�  Use with 
whiteboards, interactive 
whiteboards, pocket charts, 
maps and overheads�  
Colourful hands are easy to 
see against whiteboards! 
Each pointer measures 38cm (L)

LER-1968A | 1 pointer | $6.90

LER-1968B | Set of 10 | $56.90

Telescoping
Hand Pointers 
Reach as far as you need to with 
colourful, expanding pointers�  
Inspire positive behaviour and 
fire-up student interaction!  Use 
with whiteboards, interactive 
whiteboards, pocket charts, maps 
and overheads� 
Each pointer measures 27 to 61cm (L)

LER-1970A | 1 pointer | $8.90

LER-1970B | Set of 10 pointers | $79.90

Buy 10 
SAVE 

$$

Patterned Hand Pointers
Get to the point!  These freshly designed hand pointers 
are the perfect way 
to add colour and 
fun to the classroom�  
The bold colours and 
patterns capture 
student attention 
and are easy to see 
against whiteboards 
and other light 
backgrounds�   
Ages 3+  
Sold individually 38cm 
(L)

LER-1958A | $7.90  

Hand Pointers

Extra Long Hand Pointers
Whimsical pointers generate positive behavioral 
support and helps motivate eager student 
participation� Use with whiteboards, interactive 
whiteboards, pocket charts, maps and overheads� 
Young students reach further with 61cm!   
Ages 3+ | Sold individually | Pointers measure 61cm (L)

LER-1960A | $9.90

Ideal for 
whiteboard 

use!

Prices exclude GST
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Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers
Sounds that mimic real-world objects light up - a siren 
(red), game-show buzzer (orange), laser (green) and 
“charge!” (blue)�  Each buzzer measures 9cm in diameter 
and requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)� 
Set of 4 buzzers

LER-3776 | $42.90

Recordable Answer Buzzers 
Come up with your own fun buzzer sounds! Record a 
silly message, words, sounds or music — the possibilities 
are endless! Record up to 7 seconds per buzzer� Just tap, 
record, tap and listen! Great for the whole class or small 
groups� Buzzers measure approx� 7�6cm in diameter and 
requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)� 
Set of 4 buzzers

LER-3769 | $39.90

Animal Answer Buzzers 
Why raise your hand when you can MOO?  Encourage 
student response with some silliness!  Includes cow, rooster, 
horse and dog sounds�  Each measures 9cm in diameter and 
requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)� 
Set of 4 buzzers

LER-3775 | $32.90

Answer Buzzers 
Get students actively engaged as you assess them!  “Game-
show” buzzers turn any lesson into a game�  Four different 
colours and fun sounds - horn honk, boxing bell, door bell 
and boing!  Each measures 9cm in diameter and requires 2 
AAA batteries (not included)� 
Set of 4 buzzers

LER-3774 | $32.90

Records up 
to seven 
seconds!

Classroom Tools
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No Yell Bell
No need to shout when you have this 
versatile, voice-saving electronic teacher 
bell!  Simply dial one of seven unique 
sounds, tilt the bell and point it at your 
students�  The crystal-clear sound gets 
everyone’s attention!  High-quality speaker 
and volume control allows you to use 
the bell indoors or out�  Requires 4 AAA 
batteries (not included)� 
7 different sounds

EI-1250 | $49.90

Student Grouping Pencils
Simplify classroom management with 
these durable plastic pencil-shaped 
organisers which contain enough space 
to write a student’s name� Use to group 
students randomly for cooperative 
learning or to ensure that you call on 
every student to participate� Group 
students by colour, number or shape on 
their pencils�  
36 pencils | Pencil length 11cm

LER-0624 | $26.90

ASH-10524  Call Bell - Red  
76mm diameter | $11.90

ASH-10050  Hand Bell - Steel  
12.5cm high | $6.90

Teacher Bells
Save your voice and get your 
students’ attention!  Made of steel, 
these classic school bells are loud 
enough to be heard in a noisy 
classroom�   
Made of steel

Luna Interactive Projection Camera
Easy-to-use digital projection camera is also a web cam and photo/video camera�  
Great for students’ multimedia projects across the curriculum or whole-call 
demonstrations of manipulatives in action, book pages, science models and more�  
Connects via USB port to use with your computer or interactive whiteboard�  
Features 3�0MP digital images, adjustable gooseneck, auto focus and 8 LED lights�  
No batteries required�   
Compatible with PC and Mac | Measures 51cm

LER-4427 | $229.90

7 different 
sounds!

ASH-10081  Call Bell - Steel  
76mm diameter | $6.90

ASH-10523  Hand Bell - Red  
12.7cm high | $11.90

       Disposable Student 
Wristbands - Pack of 50
Manufactured from tear proof 
material (Tyvek), these wristbands 
feature an adhesive strip that 
locks together which prevents 
interchanging or repeated use�  
They are 100% waterproof�  Ideal 
for group sorting and identification 
purposes� 
Pack of 50 | 5 colours

AE-IDBANDS |  $8.90      
Prices exclude GST
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Classroom Timers

       Jumbo Timer
Large clear digital display (75 x 53mm) which 
times up or down in 1 second increments� 
Maximum time 99min 59sec� Integral stand and 
magnet mount with on/off switch� Requires 1 x 
AAA battery (not included)�  
Size 100 x 105 x 21mm 

CM-92077  | $19.90       

       Dual Power Timer - Pack of 5
These handy sized timers with digital display (53 x 25mm) can time up 
or down to 99min 59sec with a beeping alarm to notify when the time 
set has been reached� Having dual power functionality they are always 
charged and ready to go�  
Pack of 5 | Size 65 x 65 x 13mm

CM-92079 | $62.90       

Primary Timers 
Versatile hand-held timers includes a lap time and an 
optional function that emits a tone every 60 seconds for 
individually time fluency tests�  Set of 6 includes storage 
case and activity guide�  
Set of 6 timers

LER-8136 | $63.90

Simple Stopwatch
It’s so easy to use!  Only 3 buttons - green for go, red for 
stop and yellow for clear�  Great for timed fluency readings, 
classroom management, centres, maths exercises, science 
investigations and measuring elapsed time�  Easy-to-
read display shows minutes, seconds and 1/100 seconds�  
Requires one 1�5 V button-cell battery, included� 
Measures 7.6cm

LER-0808 | $15.90

Magnetic
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4 Small Sandtimers Combo Pack
Combo pack includes 1 each of 1, 2 3 & 5 minute 
timers�  
Set of 4 timers | Timers measure 9 (H) x 2.5cm (W) 

TCR-20663  | 9.90

Available April

Large Coloured Sandtimers
What can be accomplished before time runs out?  Great for 
games, timed test and time management�  Durable plastic 
timers are colour-coded for easy identification�    
Timers measure 15.2 (H) x 7.6cm (W) 

TCR-20657 | 1 minute timer (red) | $29.90

TCR-20658 | 2 minute timer (blue) | $29.90

TCR-20659 | 3 minute timer (yellow) | $29.90

TCR-20660 | 5 minute timer (green) | $29.90

TCR-20675 | 10 minute timer (purple) | $29.90

      1 Minute Small Sandtimers
An excellent visual reference to keep children on trace 
and aware of time� Great for games, timed test, and time 
management� 4 timers per pack�   
4 timers per pack  | Timers measure 9 (H) x 2.5cm (W) 

TCR-20646 | $9.90      

      8 Small Sandtimers Combo Pack
Race to see how much can be accomplished before 
time runs out� Great for games, timed test and time 
management�  Combo pack includes 1 each of 30 sec, 90 
sec, 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min & 10 minute timers�  
Set of 8 timers | Timers measure 9 (H) x 2.5cm (W) 

TCR-20697 | $18.90

5 Minute MEGA Coloured Sandtimer
Durable sand timers with molded end caps and thick wall 
surrounds are ideal for classroom time activities�   
Size 29.5 (H) x 13cm (W)

EC-STM5 | $69.90

29.5cm 
high!

Prices exclude GST
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Time Tracker Mini
Set it and go!  Reach for this super 
simple timer to support a variety of 
classroom activities�  Offers unique 
visual and auditory indicators, 
including a warning alarm�  Just 2 
dials - total alarm times and warning 
time�  Total alarm time can be 
set from 5 minutes to 2 hours, in 
5-minute increments�  Counts down 
until the coloured light glows and the 
alarm sounds�  Adjust volume or turn 
off sound for visual timing�   
Tracks 5 minutes to 2 hours

LER-6909 | $39.90

Magnetic Time Tracker
Features clear, 3-colour lighted display 
and simple-to-programme alarms (1 
minute to 24 hours), plus it adheres to any 
magnetic surface!  Alarm can be visual, 
audio or both�  Use handy flip-out stand 
for tabletop use�  Measures 13cm (L) x 
18cm (W)�  Requires 3 LR44 button-cell 
batteries, included and 2 x AA batteries, 
not included� 
Tracks 1 minute to 24 hours

LER-6968 | $49.90

Time  
1 minute to 
24 hours!

Time Tracker
It’s never been easier to stay on track! Lighted sections of this modern 
electronic timer alert how much time is remaining�  Easily programme 
green, yellow and red sections and six sound effects to indicate that time 
is running out�  Features 180 degrees viewing, large, easy-to-read LCD 
display, volume control and pause feature� 
Timer measures 20cm high

LER-6900 | $68.90
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       Chalkboard Brights Small 
Storage Pocket Chart
This lightweight, durable nylon pocket chart spruces 
up any classroom while keeping you organised at the 
same time!  The 8 pockets have a clear front so you 
can see exactly what is inside each pocket� The metal 
grommets allow for easy hanging� 
8 clear pockets | Size 38 x 58cm

TCR-20782 | $32.90       

      Deluxe Bulletin Board 
Storage Pocket Chart
An easy way to organise bulletin boards and 
classroom posters, this storage bag is a classroom 
essential�  Features include bound edges for extra 
strength, sturdy handle for easy transportation, 
hook-and-loop tape closure and clear vinyl for 
quick reference� 
Size 76 x 61cm

CD-180000 | $34.90      

       Create-a-Space Hanging Pocket Chart
Great for classroom storage and perfect to hang on walls and 
doors, Create-a-Space Hanging Pocket Chart includes 10 clear 
pockets (5 large, 5 small)� 
Size 62 x 30cm

LER-38099 | $18.90 
Available April      

Prices exclude GST
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Centres Pocket Chart
The Centres Pocket Chart is great for keeping track 
of library books and can also be used to organise 
listening centres, assign individual desktop games, use 
as student cubbies and more!  Includes 12 large clear 
pockets and12 small clear card pockets� 
Made from nylon with hanging grommets | Measures 92cm 
x 1.27m

CD-5633 | $59.90

Centre Organisers Pocket Charts
Centre Organiser Pocket Charts are a great way 
to create engaging, organised centres!  They can 
also be used to illustrate writing lessons, build 
differentiated maths lessons and more! The set 
includes 3 pocket charts (yellow, blue and green), 
each feature 2 large pockets and one clear label 
pocket� 
Set of 3 | Charts measure 26 x 39cm | Made from nylon 
with hanging grommets

CD-158038 | $26.90

Small Space Place Storage Charts 
Maximise your classroom storage by making use of those 
in-between spots!   
Measures 36 x 81cm | Includes 6 folder size pockets & 18 blank 
labels | Made from nylon with hanging grommets 
EI-1693 | Small Space Place | $20.90

Space Place Storage Chart
Store and organise lots of materials in a little space 
with this handy pocket chart�  
Measures 36 x 140cm | Includes 12 folder size pockets & 36 
blank labels | Made from nylon with hanging grommets 
EI-1613 | $26.90
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Black Polka Dots Storage  
Pocket Chart
This lightweight and durable pocket chart hangs easily 
from sturdy, metal grommets� 35 clear pockets are 
perfect for organising small storage items� 
Measures 81cm x 91cm

TCR-20750 | $54.90

10 Pocket File Storage Pocket
These lightweight and durable pocket charts feature 
colourful designs and hang easily from sturdy, metal 
grommets� Includes10 folder-sized pockets and clear 
label holders� 
Measures 36cm x 1.47m

TCR-20738  Aqua Polka Dot (aqua) | $32.90

TCR-20736  Chalkboard Brights (black) | $32.90

Horizontal Space Place Storage Chart
Make the most of your wall space!  Create storage opportunities in those in-between areas�  
Long horizontal chart stores materials and folders in the space under your whiteboard so 
they’re always within reach and the clear labels allow for customisation� 
8 pockets in 2 sizes | Made from nylon with hanging grommets | Measures 1.65m x 33cm

EI-1692 | $26.90               

35  
pockets!

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Pocket Chart Squares
Beyond versatile!  Use the 4 coloured charts alone or connect vertically or horizontally 
with hook-and-loop fasteners to make a larger chart!  Great for small groups, centres, 
combined whole-group displays and more�  Features 5 rows of clear pockets for your 
own cards, plus 2 large storage pockets on the reverse side�  Hang with included 
magnets or grommets�   
Made from nylon with hanging grommets | Each chart measures 36 x 43cm

LER-2384 | $39.90

Junior Organisation 
Station Pocket Chart
Make a pocket for every student!  Use 
for homework collection, assignments, 
book checkouts, passes and much more� 
Includes 32 blank name cards, 32 blank 
cards and two double-sided title cards� 
67 pieces | Made from nylon with hanging 
grommets | Pocket Chart measures 71 x 68cm

LER-2258 | $39.90

Classroom Management Pocket Chart
The ideal way to manage your classroom!  Use a variety 
of different ways such as group lists, task managers, 
homework completion, library book checkouts, behaviour 
tracking and so on�  Made of durable nylon with grommets 
for easy hanging and includes 35 pockets and 1 long pocket 
for a title card�   
Measures 64 x 67cm | Made from nylon with hanging grommets

CD-5609 | $44.90
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Versatile Pocket Chart 
One of the best investments you can make!  You’ll 
find endless uses for this vinyl pocket chart�  
Features 10 clear display pockets, 1 reverse-side 
storage pocket and 16-page activity guide�   
Measures 85 x 106cm | Made from nylon with hanging 
grommets

LER-2206 | $34.90

Activity sheets and matching cards are 
available to download free from our  

website!

1. Ask children to listen to these groups of

sentences and tell you what is similar

about them:

where: Where are we going today?

wear: I am going to wear my new

shoes to school.

through: The train went through

the tunnel.

threw: The pitcher threw the ball

toward the plate.

to: I am going to the store.

too: Will you come, too?

two: There’s room for two people

in the car.

Children should hear the words that sound the same in the sentences. If children can spell the

words, invite them to do so out loud. Ask children to tell you what each word means within the

sentences you read. Explain to children that these words are called homophones. (Ask students

to repeat you as you say the word "homophones.") Homophones sound exactly the same, but they

are spelled differently and have different meanings.

2. Make a homophone bank. Ask students to give examples of homophones they know. You can also

ask them to spell the words, or use them in a sentence. Then place the word pairs in the pocket

chart for all to see. (Due to the abstract nature of the words, some homophones are not included

in this book.) Other possible homophone pairs are: aisle/isle, alter/altar, bizarre/bazaar,

bald/bawled, billed/build, bored/board, bolder/boulder, by/buy/bye, cellar/seller, cache/cash,

cell/sell, cent/sent/scent, crews/cruise, choose/chews, cymbal/symbol, die/dye, doe/dough,

dear/deer, flee/flea, find/fined, foul/fowl, forth/fourth, guest/guessed, grown/groan, high/hi,

heal/heel, hail/hale, horse/hoarse, hey/hay, in/inn, locks/lox, lone/loan, lax/lacks, made/maid,

marry/merry, mind/mined, mist/missed, new/knew, not/knot, night/knight, or/oar, pact/packed,

poll/pole, pane/pain, petal/pedal, pail/pale, plane/plain, rap/wrap, read/reed, root/route, real/reel,

read/red, seam/seem, some/sum, tents/tense, tax/tacks, toad/towed, threw/through, who’s/whose,

whale/wail, way/weigh, week/weak, weed/we’d, wear/where, would/wood, which/witch, your/you’re.

Write the pairs for which you don’t have cards on a chalkboard for all to see.
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Introduction Strategies

Dear Teachers,

The following pages have been designed with you in mind. Flip

through this book to find exciting, hands-on ideas for teaching

homophone concepts with a pocket chart! (LER 2206)

Pocket Chart Reading – Homophones has been developed to

provide creative teaching ideas and reproducible activities to

support the use of a pocket chart. Suggested activities are

designed to attract all types of learners. They encourage listening,

speaking, observing and manipulating words and pictures to

familiarize children with the concept of homophones. In addition,

this book contains 216 ready-to-use cards to aid you in teaching

homophones. The cards display illustrated pictures and/or words

to use within each lesson. A Cards-At-A-Glance chart shows

what is pictured on each card, and is located in the back of the

book for easy reference. Also included is a Reading List to help you

build a classroom library filled with homophone concepts.

This book quickly becomes a compact storage file! Tear out the

sheets of cards along the perforated lines. Laminate the cards for

extra durability, cut them, and store them in the pocket provided

on the back cover of the book. As you use them, tear out the

blackline master pages for photocopying, then use the folder

pocket on the inside front cover for storage.

Homophones

Organisation Station 
Getting or staying organised has never been easier with the 
organisation station� A fool proof way to keep the children 
on task with handy, durable storage pockets� Pockets make 
it easy to keep track of homework assignments and helps 
to teach your class organisational skills, responsibility and 
independence�  Includes 27 pockets that each measure 23cm�  
Measures 71 x 114cm | Made from nylon with hanging grommets

LER-2255 | $54.90

Deluxe Scheduling Pocket Chart
The Deluxe Scheduling Pocket Chart is the easiest way 
to illustrate your classroom’s daily schedule� It can also 
be used to reinforce time-telling lessons�  Includes 12 
clear pockets, a storage pocket with hook-and-loop tape 
closure and 15 write-on/wipe-away cards� 
Made from nylon with hanging grommets  
Measures 33 x 91cm

CD-158031 | $34.90

 
Free 

Activities

Prices exclude GST
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This heavy-duty vinyl pocket chart will make teaching 
your students about the calendar and weather a breeze�  
Includes pockets and preprinted cards with dates, days 
of the week, months, years, yesterday, today, tomorrow, 
holidays and celebrations, weather conditions and seasons 
- 136 heavy-duty cards in all!  Chart features storage 
pockets and metal grommets for hanging�  Activity guide 
included� 
Measures 78 x 112cm | Made from nylon with hanging grommets

LER-2418 | $64.90

Double Pocket Chart Stand
Ideal for holding pockets charts!  The adjustable height 
ranges from 1m to 1�72m�  Includes 10 pocket chart rings, 
no-tool assembly, 360-degree premounted wheels and extra 
storage space at the base� 
Up to 1.72m (H) | Stand only - pocket chart not included

CD-158004 | $159.90

Over-the-Door Pocket Chart Hooks
Out of room? Need a place to hang another pocket 
chart? These handy Over-the-Door Pocket Chart Hooks 
provide an instant solution to the perennial classroom 
space problem� It’s simple: Just hang the hooks on 
either side of the top of a door, adjust their lengths, 
and attach a pocket chart� The hooks are adjustable 
and will work with pocket charts of all sizes�  
2 adjustable hooks per pack

CD-158561 | $13.90

Black Calendar Pocket Chart
These lightweight and durable pocket charts hang 
easily from sturdy, metal grommets� 45 clear pockets 
hold calendar headliners and days� Includes 68 total 
Calendar Pieces� 
Measures 63cm x 91cm | 68 calendar pieces in total

TCR-20748 | $48.90
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Hundred Pocket Chart
One-hundred clear pockets make this washable chart 
ideal for teaching numbers, skip counting, odds, evens 
and operations including multiplication� Cards are 
coloured differently on reverse to highlight number 
patterns�  Teacher activity guide included� 
120 number cards | Ages 5+ | Made from nylon with  
hanging grommets

LER-2208 | $34.90

Counting & Place Value Pocket Chart
Teach counting, sorting, place value and grouping with this versatile, 
heavy-duty chart� Set includes 20 double-sided number cards, 3 double-
sided title cards, 200 blue plastic counting straws, storage pockets and 
teacher activity guide� 
Ages 6+ | Made from nylon with hanging grommets

LER-2416 | $24.90

Word & Number Swatters
Look for a specific letter, number or word - then ready, 
steady, SWAT!  Use with whiteboards, pocket charts, 
word walls, flip charts and big books� Select from four 
frame sizes to fit your targets� 
Set of 4 | Size 36cm | Largest opening measures 10cm

LER-0631 | $18.90

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Adhesive Dots
Adhesive magnetic dots are adhesive 
on one side and magnetic on the 
other�  They stick to any magnetic 
surface and offer a no-mess solution 
for displays and crafts�  
80 dots | Size 2cm

AI-7052 | $3.40

Magnetic Adhesive  
1 Metre Strip
Magnetic on one side and adhesive 
on the other�  Simply cut the size 
required! 
1 metre strip | Size 10mm x 1m

AI-7057 | $3.90

Self-Adhesive Magnetic 
Sheets
One side of the magnet is self-
adhesive and the other is the magnet� 
Simply cut the size of magnet you 
require and stick to any magnetic 
surface! 
Pack of 4 sheets | Size 105 x 148mm

AI-7060 | $3.90

80  
magnetic 

dots!

Strong Magnets
Strong magnets can be used on 
any magnetic surface� Ideal when 
wanting to stick items to a magnetic 
whiteboard� Use with glue or other 
adhesive products� 
Pack of 16 magnets | Size 18 x 5mm

AI-4394 | $3.90 

Magnetic Buttons
Ideal for marking important  
dates or events, displaying  
notices or colour coding  
information� 

AD-MB212 | $5.90 
Pack of 12 | 20mm in diameter

AD-MB312 | $6.90 
Pack of 12 | 30mm in diameter

       Power Tack
Just like Bluetac, Power Tack is a 
reusable adhesive that you simply tear 
off, roll up and stick on� 
75 grams

PL-975475C  | $3.50

 

       Clear Book 
Coverings
Contact brand book covering offers 
a complete solution for all book 
maintenance needs� 
50 micron

PL-0327870  1m x 450mm | $3.90

PL-0327890  5m x 450mm  | $7.50

Laminating Pouches
PL-LA4  A4 Laminating Pouches | $29.90               
100 sheets per pack | 80 microns | A4 size 

PL-LA3  A3 Laminating Pouches | $58.90 
100 sheets per pack | 80 microns | A3 size

Mungyo Black 
Permanent Marker
Non-toxic black permanent maker 
has a round nib and is quick drying 
and waterproof� Marks on almost any 
surface� 
D-PENMUPE12BL | $1.60 each
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Self-Adhesive Velcro 
Strips
Self-adhesive white hook and loop 
velcro strips are a no-mess solution for 
displaying charts, posters etc� Simply 
cut the strips to the required size� 
1 metre strip | Size 25mm x 1m

PP-VEL | $11.90

Double-Sided Tape
Each side of the tape is self-adhesive, 
offering a no-mess solution for 
teachers! 
Roll is 15mm x 10m

D-80212 | $2.90

Masking Tape
Cost effective Masking Tape is a 
pressure-sensitive tape made from 
a thin easy-to-tear paper�  Idea for 
indoor use and light duty applications� 
Size 25m (L)

AI-7064 | $2.90

Deluxe Clipboard
This deluxe clipboard is made from 
durable masonite and features a 
quality metal clip�  
Size 375 x 225 x 4mm

PL-33711 | $5.40

Standard Clipboard
Great for outdoor projects,  school 
trips or just keeping organised� 
Measures 228 x 302mm

AI-0398 | $3.40 
 

       Invisible Tape
This Invisible Tape has a matt finish 
and can be written on�  It sticks well 
and has a smooth cut and flow when 
used with tape dispensers or by hand� 

PL-87271  18mm x 33m | $3.40

PL-87281  18mm x 66m | $5.90

       Transparent Tape
Transparent tape with a gloss finish, this 
tape sticks well and has a smooth cut and 
flow when used with tape dispensers or 
by hand� 

PL-87250  1.2 x 33m | 25.4mm core | $1.30

PL-87260  1.2 x 66m | 76.2mm core | $1.70

PL-87251  1.8 x 33m | 25.4mm core | $1.40

PL-87261  1.2 x 66m | 76.2mm core | $2.40

 

       Scotch Magic Tape
Invisible when used, tape can also be 
written on, making it a flexible tape 
product perfect for all offices and 
stationery cupboards� Ideal for paper 
repairs as well as other sealing tasks� 
Won’t ghost on photocopies and 
won’t turn yellow�   
19mm x 7m | Dispenser included

PL-3310070  | $3.70

       Tape Dispensers
Sturdy, desk top tape dispensers�  

PL-8702002  For 33mm tapes | $5.90

PL-8702502  For 66mm tapes | $9.50

 

Prices exclude GST
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Snap Blade Knife
The sharp blades snap-off using the 
special safety tool and the blades 
also have a safety lock� 
16cm in length

AI-9495 | $2.90

Wooden Blackboard 
Duster
A hard wearing wooden handled felt 
duster is ideal for young children both  
at home and school�   
Measures 110 x 50mm 
EC-423 | $3.60 
 

Cutting Mat
Mats are a safe alternative when 
slicing with very sharp tools�  Prevents 
damaging tables and desks� 
600 x 450mm

D-SURCM60 |  $42.90

Teacher Scissors
Stainless steel blades with 
comfortable handles, these are the 
ideal teacher scissor! 
20cm in length

AI-6763 | $2.90

Fill-In Polka Dot Large 
Binder Clips
Organise your classroom in style with 
fill-in wipe-on/wipe-off polka dot 
binder clips�   
Pack of 5 colours | 5cm width with a 2.5cm 
capacity

TCR-20667 | $14.90 

       Ergonomic Pencil 
Grips
Students will find holding a pencil 
much more comfortable due to the 
contoured, soft plastic material�

EC-PFG24 | Single grip | $1.60 
                  Buy 24 grips | $1.20 each       

 

Texta Liquid Chalk - Chisel Tip
Liquid chalk is water based and can be used on windows 
and glass�  The vibrant colours can be wiped easily using a 
cloth or eraser�  
15mm chisel tips

PL-0388040 | Blue pen | $8.90

PL-0388060 | White pen | $8.90

PL-0400580 | Pack of 4: blue, white, pink & yellow | $31.90

Texta Liquid Chalk - Bullet Tip
Liquid chalk is water based and can be used on windows 
and glass�  The vibrant colours can be wiped easily using a 
cloth or eraser�  
4mm bullet tips

           PL-0400570 | Pack of 6 colours| $34.90 

Write on 
windows

Buy 24+ 
SAVE 

$$
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Poly Folders have a snap button close and a wipe-on / wipe-off surface�  They are water resistant and 
hold up to 100 sheets of A4 paper�  Great for organisation, classroom management and daily work 
and assignments� 

Poly Folders

ASH-90000  Superhero 
$3.90 | 24 x 33cm

ASH-90001  Emoji’s 
$3.90 | 24 x 33cm

ASH-90006  Chalkboard 
$3.90 | 24 x 33cm

Durable, water resistant and secure, these Zipper Bags come in a variety of different colours� Ideal for 
storing documents, game pieces, workbooks, pens and much more!

AE-ZIPPERBAGA5  A5 Zipper Bags 
$10.90 | A5 size | colours may vary

AE-ZIPPERBAGA4  A4 Zipper Bags 
$12.90 | A4 size | colours may vary

AE-ZIPPERBAGA6  A6 Zipper Bags 
$9.90 | A6 size | colours may vary

Zipper Bags

Sentence Strips Reading Guides
Easily track print through transparent tinted window�  Reading Guides are designed to aid students with difficulties 
including skipping words, skipping lines, reversing letters, transposing letters, losing their place, re-reading lines, squinting, 
concentration, comprehension and reading fatigue�  
Each strip measures 3.1 x 18.4cm

          ASH-10800  Yellow Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

          ASH-10806  Red Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

ASH-10809  Aqua Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

ASH-10802  Clear Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

Buy 12+ 
SAVE 

$$

Prices exclude GST
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T-72010  Rainbow  
$6.40 | 50 sheets

T-72013  Smiley Face 
$6.40 | 50 sheets

T-72066  Super Star  
$6.40 | 50 sheets

File folders provide a wonderful way to organise while adding a hint of style to your classroom! 
Efficiently manage papers, assignments, lesson plans and centres� 

CD-136006  Colourful Chalkboard 
$8.90 | 6 per pack

CD-136011  Super Power 
$8.90 | 6 per pack

EU-866408  Dr. Seuss 
$8.90 | 4 per pack

EU-643614 Dr. Seuss  
$6.40 | 50 sheets

File Folders

T-69404  Year 1 Reference Desk Toppers | $12.90
36 per pack

T-69405  Year 2 & 3 Reference Desk Toppers | $12.90
36 per pack

T-4001  Wipe-Off® Sentence Strips | $12.90
30 per pack | Size 61cm

Class-size packs make it easy for everyone to have hands-on practice and learning that delivers 
results�

Desk Toppers

Surprise children or colleagues with a cheerful note!  Approximate size 15cm (H)�

Note Pads
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T-68000  Name Tags Variety Pack | $8.40
36 per pack | 6 designs | Designs may vary from those shown

T-68040  Furry Friends ® | $7.90
36 per pack

CTP-4508  Poppin’ Pattern Stars
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-4549  Chevron Variety | $8.40
36 per pack | 6 colours

TCR-5587  Superhero | $8.40 
36 per pack | 4 designs

CC-804  Polka Dots | $8.40 
36 per pack | 4 designs

T-68117  Owl-Stars! ® | $7.90
36 per pack

CD-150044  Buzz-Worthy 
Bees | $7.90 | 40 per pack

Bright and welcoming self-adhesive labels are tags that stay put and won’t leave residue on clothes�  
Perfect for envelope or storage box labels too�  Approximate size 7�5 x 6�2cm�

CTP-4579  Woodland Friends  
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-4578  Upcycle Triangles 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-4821  Rainbow Ombre 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CD-9476  Rainbow | $7.90 
40 per pack

CTP-4238  Emojis 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

Name Tags

CTP-0725  Chalk It Up! 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-2096  Safari Friends 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-2097  Bold Stripes & 
Dots | $7.90 | 36 per pack

Prices exclude GST
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T-69909  Dancing Stars Variety Pack | $7.90
32 per pack | 4 designs

N
EW

!

T-69910  Owl-Stars!® Variety Pack | $7.90
32 per pack | 4 designs

T-69948  Sea Buddies™ | $7.90
32 per pack | 4 designs

CTP-4517  Chevron | $7.90
36 per pack | 4 colours

CC-802  Kowhaiwhai | $8.90 
32 per pack | 4 designs

CC-801  Gods & Goddesses | $8.90 
32 per pack | 4 designs

TCR-5588  Superhero | $7.90
36 per pack

T-69000  Classroom Labels Variety Pack | $8.40
36 per pack | 6 designs | Designs may vary from those shown

Wonderful as classroom labels, locker labels, display titles, tote tray labels and much more!  
Guidelines included for printing and writing practice�  Made of durable card�  Up to 24 x 7cm�  

CTP-4401  Rainbow Ombre 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CC-805  Pasifika | $8.90 
32 per pack | 4 designs

TCR-5624  Chalkboard Brights 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

Classroom Labels

CTP-4400  Woodland Friends 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-4299  Bold Stripes & Dots 
$7.90 | 36 per pack

CTP-4298  Safari Friends 
$7.90 | 36 per pack
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Store notes or messages, keep track of game pieces, checked-out library books and so much more!

T-77903  Polka Dots | $12.90
4 designs | Size 13.3 x 8.9cm  
40 pockets per pack

CTP-6925  Dots on Chalkboard | $10.90 
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm 
35 pockets per pack

CTP-6923  Chevron | $10.90
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

CTP-6918  Poppin’ Patterns | $10.90
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

TCR-5647  Superhero | $10.90  
5 designs | Size 12.7 x 7.6cm  
35 pockets per pack

CTP-6742  Upcycle Style | $10.90 
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

Card Pockets

CTP-7245  Bold & Bright | $10.90 
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

CTP-7244  Safari Friends | $10.90 
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

CTP-6744  Woodland Friends | $10.90 
5 designs | Size 11.4 x 8.3cm  
35 pockets per pack

Magnetic Adhesive  
1 Metre Strip
Magnetic on one side and 
adhesive on the other�  Simply 
cut the size required! 
1 metre strip | Size 10mm x 1m

AI-7057 | $3.90

Magnetic Adhesive Dots
Adhesive magnetic dots are adhesive 
on one side and magnetic on the 
other�  They stick to any magnetic 
surface and offer a no-mess solution 
for displays and crafts�  
80 dots | Size 2cm

AI-7052 | $3.40
Prices exclude GST
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Curriculum Planning Made Easy
Make your working life easier and save time� This series provides up-to-date 
planning for the new New Zealand curriculum� These resources present highly 
practical and effective ways of planning classroom programmes in Years 1–8� 
Specific learning outcomes included�

ER-0376  Curriculum Planning Made Easy - English 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

ER-0377  Curriculum Planning Made Easy - Maths & Stats 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

ER-0378  Curriculum Planning Made Easy - Science, Social Studies & Technology 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

ER-0379  Curriculum Planning Made Easy - Arts, Health & Science, Languages 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

Key Competencies & Curriculum for the 21st Century 
- Book 1
Unpack the major ideas behind a 21st century curriculum� This series offers 
practical ideas for making the curriculum work in the classroom� These 
resources explore key competencies in depth: managing self, relating to others, 
participating and contributing�  Includes photocopiable resources, handy web links 
and illuminating case studies� 
Ages 5-14 years

ER-0403A | $44.90

       First Steps with SOLO Taxonomy
First Steps with SOLO Taxonomy is filled with practical advice, useful tips, 
maps, rubrics and templates� This book shows how SOLO strategies and 
resources can be used to create a common language of learning in any 
curriculum area and to help students of any age adopt a growth mindset 
when learning� Supported by these resources, both teachers and students 
will be able to reap the benefits of a model that makes learning visible so 
that they can readily use the taxonomy to identify and describe what they 
are doing, explain how well it is going and predict what they should do next� 
Ages 5-18 years

ER-5950 | $39.90

Key Competencies & Curriculum for the 21st 
Century - Book 2
Unpack the major ideas behind a 21st century curriculum� This series offers 
practical ideas for making the curriculum work in the classroom� These resources 
explore key competencies in depth:  thinking, using language, symbols and texts�  
Includes photocopiable resources, handy web links and illuminating case studies� 
Ages 5-14 years

ER-0403B | $44.90
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Finished Already!
The problem of children finishing classroom activities at different times is one that 
confronts teachers every day of the school year, it is a fact of teaching life� What 
to do with these children is a task that has been approached in many and varied 
ways� These blackline masters aim to provide the teacher with activities that will 
help to solve this problem�  

Features blackline masters that are designed to develop and consolidate skills; 
covers major curriculum areas; encourages the development of problem-solving 
strategies; contains topics that are of high interest to children and provides a basis 
for the development of classroom learning centres�

RIC-0471  Finished Already! | Ages 5-7 | $29.90

RIC-0472  Finished Already! | Ages 8-10 | $29.90

RIC-0473  Finished Already! | Age 11+| $29.90

Dyslexia Matters
Learning language patterns is a key to literacy, but what sets the Dyslexia 
Matters series apart is its focus on best practice for teaching these patterns to 
children with dyslexia� It offers a rich and important foundation of phonemes, 
phonologic awareness and general phonics knowledge� Designed as a 
progression of activities, it also has the flexibility to work only on the age-
levelled patterns of each book where appropriate�

ER-5603  Book 2 | Ages 7-9 | $44.90

ER-5604  Book 3 | Ages 9-12 | $44.90

Relief Teacher Pack Books
The lessons have been designed to be easy to use, with little preparation or 
equipment required� Any introductory activities that may be needed, as well as 
follow-up activities, are suggested in the Teachers Notes�

Features:
•	 Includes a range of activities covering the areas of English, Maths, Science, 

Society and Environment
•	 Each page can be broken into two or more parts and can be presented as 

separate lessons, worksheets or as reinforcement activities
•	 The blackline masters are designed to be easy to use, with little preparation 

or equipment required

RIC-0395  Relief Teacher Pack | Ages 5-7 | $30.90

RIC-0396 Relief Teacher Pack | Ages 8-10 | $30.90

RIC-0397 Relief Teacher Pack | Ages 11+ | $30.90

What a Relief!
Here is a handbook packed with ideas for the relief teacher searching 
for fun and educational ways to engage a class� These practical tips 
and activities cover a diversity of subjects, from maths and English to 
drama and physical education� Thorough testing in the classroom has 
also established their success with students� Of immediate use and great 
educational value, this book provides the resources that can be lacking in 
the often unsupported task of relieving� 
Ages 8-12 years

ER-0268 | $44.90

Prices exclude GST


